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Future work

Organic databases:
Relatively small number of rigid substructures; mapping of 2D chemical structure onto 3D molecular structure can be used for substructure searches.
Example: Cambridge Structural Database (organic and metal-organic compounds); more than 500,000 single-crystal X-ray structures. 
Part of the tetrahedral network of α-quartz
Common level of description: coordination polyhedra and their connections.
Vertex and edge sharing of octahedra and tetrahedra in zoisite
Given the structural pattern of a part of a (real or hypothetical) chemical compound.
Find all compounds in a given set of models with similar structural patterns. 
Modelling of polyhedral networks
Problems to be solved: a) Large variety of polyhedra (regular or distorted).
b) Three kinds of connections between polyhedra (vertex, edge, or face).
c) Infinite periodic structures.
Topological view of convex polyhedra:
Three-connected planar graphs (Theorem of Steinitz).
Equivalence of polyhedra: Isomorphic topological views (allowing distortions). are topologically equivalent: and
Clusters of polyhedra: Connected units of polyhedra.
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Unit cell
Reduced symmetry-labelled polyhedra graph
Proceeding
• Consider paths up to some fixed limit length.
• Extract information relevant for topological search.
• Organize this information as an index.
Subgraph isomorphism problem: computationally hard.
Preprocessing of model structures in the database.
Indexation of polyhedra graphs
Topological search
Sketch of search:
• Compute annotated paths for the input structure.
• Use the index to determine candidate model structures.
• Try to locate substructures in these model structures having the same path cover as the input structure.
• Check for permutations of polyhedra vertices to get isomorphic graphs.
Answer complexity
Number of isomorphic substructures in a single model structure?
Leifite 44 not symmetrically equivalent 15-membered rings in leifite.
Geometric similarity
Two levels:
1. Polyhedra 2. Relative positioning of polyhedra.
hinge
To solve: The problem of absolute orientation.
C S : {c 1 ,...,c n }, C S' : {c 1 ',...,c n '} sets of the coordinates of the central atoms of isomorphic structures S and S', resp.
Consider C S and C S' as rigid subsets of ℝ 3 .
Look for a motion T in the group of proper Euclidean motions solving the following least-squares problem:
Measuring similarity: √ U n ε := (Root Mean Square)
Implementation: Closed-form solution using unit quaternions (algorithm of B.K.P. Horn, 1987) .
